
Say Goodbye To
OVERWHELM

(AND THAT FEELING YOU’RE FAILING)

Focus Your Energy
TAKE CONTROL
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Ever felt like you have too much to do and too little time to do it in? 

I'm mum to three kids, I run my own business and now and again I like to make out with 

my husband so, it's a yes from me.  

On any given day I’m using emotional energy juggling writing, coaching and delivering 

keynotes with: 

• managing my own wellbeing 

• sorting out piles of washing 

• spending quality time with my family 

• breaking the world record for a home built ironing mountain 

• trying to pull together 24 fairy cakes and a banana costume for a school event 

my youngest only told me about 6 minutes before we’re due to leave the house 

• answering my backlog of three bazillion emails  

• helping build an unnecessarily complicated Lego model (ages 8-12 I beg to 

differ) 

Full disclosure, my husband once grew a beard and it was six days before I noticed. 

Today, I'm a reformed control freak but in the past (and occasionally in the present when 

I’m not looking after myself) I’ve felt like was drowning under the sheer weight of 

everything I ‘had’ to do and not doing any of it well enough. I’d built myself a box 

shaped fear prison! It was exhausting and I was mostly miserable until I got tired of 

being tired and committed making a change. 

Choice 3Choice 2Choice 1

Breathe
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My first step to escaping overwhelm was the decision to be a little more compassionate 

towards myself. My default setting was to expect the worst and found myself 

sabotaging the success I had by mulling over potential disaster scenarios.  

As a believer in the fact that our weaknesses are our superpower, I decided to embrace 

my need for control and certainty and to only give thinking/ruminating space to the 

things that I actually have some choice in the outcome. 

Letting go of the things that you have no power to control is an incredible release! Also, 

doing it makes you realise just how much power you do have to choose to invest time in 

activities that bring you happiness. 

This activity is how I keep myself on track. It helps me to reclaim control of my life by 

getting clear around what's in my circle. I’ve included my latest example and tweaked 

your Banish Overwhelm and Take Control Toolkit to include a blank template that you 

can print out and two sets of suggested statements, one for adults and one for younger 

humans. Try it yourself, with colleagues or take students or your own children through 

the activity. 

Finally, congratulate yourself on your new mindset. You're officially 10% more awesome  

(and less likely to take any excrement) than you were before!
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I CAN’T CHOOSE

to take care of myself

to get enough sleepempathy

how I invest my time

to smile

to forgive myself and others
my friends

to believe in myself

to own my decisions

to live my values

how I react to criticism

to be authentic

to be 10% braver

to ask better questions

when enough is enough

to say sorry

to be afraid
to change my future

to connect

to criticise

to give my all

to laugh

to say yes

how someone treats me

what other people do

who cares about me

what matters most to others

who loves me

how honest others are

when it rains

who wins the lottery

to fix everyone’s problems

to undo past mistakes

how committed other people are

how people respond to me

to be vulnerable

to go for it

to worry

what other people think

what other people say

who lives or dies

who trusts me

what other people feel

to change the past

not to feel pain

to put myself first

to start again

Brexit

I CAN CHOOSE
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I CAN’T CHOOSE

I CAN CHOOSE 
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WHAT CAN/CAN’T YOU CHOOSE? 

(OLDER & WISER EDITION)

what other people think to take care of myself to get enough sleep

to say yes empathy
what matters most to 

others

to change my past to go for it to be vulnerable

who loves me not to feel pain who wins the lottery

my friends to smile to fix everyone’s problems

to forgive myself and 

others
what other people feel to believe in myself

to live my values to criticise how honest others are

to ask better questions how someone treats me to say sorry

how committed other 

people are
to laugh how I invest my time

to be authentic who trusts me to change my future

to put myself first how I react to criticism to be 10% braver

to be afraid to give my all when enough is enough

when it rains to worry who cares about me

to connect to undo past mistakes what other people say

to own my decisions who lives or dies to start again
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WHAT CAN/CAN’T YOU CHOOSE? 

(YOUNGER & WISER EDITION)

what others think about me to be kind to myself to try my best

to say yes to ask for help what matters to others

to change my past to go for it to take a risk

who loves me not to feel pain who wins the lottery

my friends to smile to fix everyone’s problems

to love myself what other people feel to believe in myself

to be true to myself to say positive things how honest others are

to ask questions how someone treats me to say sorry

how good or bad other 

people are
to laugh how I spend my time

to be helpful who trusts me to change my future

to put myself first how I react to feedback to be braver

to be afraid to give my all when I need a rest

when it rains to worry who cares about me

to be with friends to undo mistakes what other people say

to say when I was wrong who lives or dies to start again
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